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‘Dr. E. M. Mills’
. . . or from Sweden to California in 5.67 years
By Kim Rupert
I began collecting old rose books, including American Rose Society
annuals, very early in my 'rose addiction'. I was amazed at the information and
wonderful sounding roses they contained! An early acquisition was the 1923
ARS annual, containing a black and white photo of a beautiful rose created by
Dr. Walter Van
Fleet, simply
identified as an
“unnamed Van
Fleet hybrid between Rosa Hugonis and the
Hybrid Tea,
‘Radiance.” I
wanted that rose!
It possessed the
character of the
'wild rose' foliage
with largeappearing, semi
double flowers. I
knew enough that
perhaps raising
self set seed from
a species-modern
cross might result
‘Dr. E.M. Mills’
in seedlings
(Photo courtesy of Marnix Bakker)
which resembled
the species parent, but flowered perhaps repeatedly. At that time, there was no
name and there were no sources.

Our apologies! “Gold Coast Rose” Editor,
Jeri Jennings, underwent knee-replacement surgery on January 6 — effectively halting her activities until the latter days of January.
We promise not to be late again!
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A later acquisition was the 1926 ARS annual. This one contained
another photo of that same rose -- this time, identified as ‘Dr. E. M. Mills’. It
also stated it was a “Hybrid Hugonis,” and that it was being distributed by
The American Rose Society in conjunction with the USDA.
Dr. Van Fleet had worked to breed disease resistant and cold hardy
roses for the USDA in a time when there were funds for such research. he had
died, and this test seedling was being sent out to thirty-three botanical gardens
and selected nurseries for evaluation. As an aside, the other Van Fleet hybrid
also being distributed to twenty-three nurseries and botanical gardens was
‘Sarah Van Fleet’.
There is confusion about the actual breeding of Dr. Mills. The initial
introduction stated it was Hugonis X ‘Radiance’. Later writings suggested it
wasn't a ‘Radiance’ hybrid, but was definitely Hugonis and might also contain
Spinosissima and definitely Rugosa.
Dr. Mills was the President of the ARS in 1924 and 1925. He was
beloved both as the ARS President as well as in his community of Syracuse,
New York. The ARS chapter he started there is the oldest, continuous chapter,
and Syracuse boasts the Dr. E. M. Mills Rose Garden.
I had begun collecting copies of The Combined Rose List in 1983,
just a few years after its introduction. The first two editions I owned had no
listings for Dr. E. M. Mills, but in 1985, it was listed as being grown in a public or private garden in the US. (There was no information concerning what
garden, but at least the rose was known to exist in the United States 59 years
after its release.) There were never any further listings of Dr. Mills in subsequent editions of The Combined Rose List, so the rose fell off my “radar.”
I'd met Ralph Moore by this time and he was teaching me not to “stir
the pot.” Bring something new to the game if you desire to make any real
progress. I knew I wanted to create something which had the look and feel of
those early black and white photos in the old ARS annuals. I had begun working with R. Fedtschenkoana, which absorbed the majority of my energies, but
the Hugonis possibility remained in the back of my mind. I'd attempted the
Hugonis X ‘Radiance’ cross a number of times with no success. I had succeeded in raising a hybrid between 1-72-1, (Ralph Moore's climbing yellow
miniature, which he used for breeding, which is the sister seedling to his popular, ‘Rise'n Shine’. I shared my hybrid with Paul Barden, who was the perfect
steward of it. When I lost my plant of the seedling, Paul graciously replaced it
with one he propagated for me.
Fast forward to November 1, 2007.
While browsing Help Me Find-Roses, I decided to look up Dr. Mills
in case something had surfaced somewhere. To my amazement, it was listed as
growing in Rosariet Himmelstalundsskolan, a public garden in Norrköping,
Sweden! I knew Paul Zimmerman had connections in The Netherlands with
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Hans van Hage at
Bierkreek Rose
Nursery. I emailed
Paul, asking him if
he could please
inquire about the
possibility of obtaining material of
Dr. Mills from Sweden through Hans.
The response was
Hans knew the gentleman in charge of
that garden!
Forward to
August 22. 2008.
Hans wrote via
‘Anne Belovich’
“Well, good news!!
Today we budded about 85 eye’s of dr. E.M. Mills. I think it is a hard one to
bud: but with 85 eye’s there must be some success, not? Our Swedish connection did a very good job, it was hard to get."
The first images of Dr. E. M. Mills to be sent out, to my knowledge,
since the 1926 ARS annual photo appeared on Help Me Find in May 2009
from Henny Johansson from the Gothenburg Rosarium, Gothenburg, Sweden,
with nursery photos of the rose appearing from Bierkreek the following October. Finally, I was able to see Dr. Mills in color.
NOTE: YOU can now also see ‘Dr. E.M. Mills’ in color. Visit
HelpMeFindRoses at: http://www.helpmefind.com/rose/l.php?l=2.28250
Now the rose was commercially available! I needed next to set the
wheels in motion to bring it into the US.
I applied for, and obtained an Import Permit through the USDA. Due
to security issues arising from 9/11, there were more hoops to jump through
than there had been thirty years ago when I last had a permit.
A few other things had changed, also. Instead of inspections being no
charge, now there were substantial charges for virtually every step required for
inspection and re shipment of the imported roses. I was warned by those who
have encountered them, the charges could easily run many hundreds, to potentially a thousand dollars or more. For importing fewer than ten roses...
I honestly thought I was not meant to actually grow and study Dr.
Mills. I would have to be satisfied raising my own Hugonis hybrids, which I
was already on the path to doing.
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January 2011, I received an email from Anne Belovich, who has a
splendid collection of Early American Rambler roses in Washington State. We
had met some years ago when we both gave presentations to a Heritage Rose
convention in El Cerrito, California. Anne had obtained bud wood from quite
a few ramblers from Sangerhausen, which Hans had propagated for her. They
were now ready to be exported to her. Hans raised the question about adding
Dr. Mills to her order and the gracious offer was made to include them for me!
Adding two more plants to an already substantial import adds virtually nothing
as far as fees are concerned. Of course, I very gratefully accepted Anne's marvelous offer! March 2011, the roses were received at Anne's garden in Washington. I knew I must expect two years of quarantine until the inspecting agent
releases them, so I waited patiently. Well, impatiently, patiently waited. I
wanted to see this plant in person. To grow it, study it closely, see if it would
actually flower in my mild climate and, presuming it would, use it for breeding. But, that should be another twenty-four months in the future...at the earliest.
The new import requirements now permit an inspector to release material earlier than the previous twenty-four month period. Anne's roses were
found to be free from pests and diseases, so her inspector released them early,
June 2012. Anne had imported two Dr. Mills for herself and the two plants
Hans had sent to me. Len Heller, who owns Rosarium Scoticum, near Anne, is
also an old friend of hers. Len collects Spinsissima and its hybrids, so one of
the plants had to be included in his garden.
Prior to Dr. Mills making its way into the US, I'd already been contacted that The Syracuse Rose Society wanted Dr. Mills for the Dr. Mills Memorial Rose Garden.
September 2012, Burling Leong emailed me that Sarah Owens from
Brooklyn Botanical had visited Anne and brought Burling cuttings of Dr.
Mills. Presumably one of which is to go to the Dr. Mills Garden. Burling succeed rooting two of the cuttings, one for Sarah and one for me. Later that
month, Anne sent more cuttings to Burling for propagation, as well as to Dr.
Malcolm Manners to be propagated for The American Rose Society Garden
and the Chambersville Garden, Chambersville, Texas, which is to be dedicated
Spring, 2014 to contain Anne's amazing collection of Early American Rambler
roses. Burling reported my plant was small and should be ready to mail spring
of 2013.
An unfortunate turn of events brought Burling and I to Jim Delahanty's funeral, July 25, 2013. Burling graciously brought my ‘Dr. E. M. Mills’
with her.
Finally! Five years and eight months after discovering Dr. Mills in
Sweden via Help Me Find-Roses, a plant of Dr. Mills grows in my garden! All
— Concludes on Page 13
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April 12, 2014 OPEN GARDEN
Sacramento City Cemetery Historic Rose Garden
1000 Broadway, Sacramento, CA

Mark your calendar!
Roses will be at their peak.
Enjoy: Tours of the Garden * Roses for sale * Silent Auction
History Tour * Visit with rosy friends
See: www.cemeteryrose.org
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Details Coming Soon!

CONFERENCE DATES:

June 21-23, 2014
Details are yet being worked out — but if England in the spring
can be in your future, now is the time to set the dates aside.
A day in the gardens at rose-famous Mottisfont Abbey; A day of
Lectures, and a day of garden tours.

Watch for details at:
http://www.heritagerosefoundation.org/#!jun-2014-conference/c1lez
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A Celebration
Of

Old Roses
Sunday May 18
11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
* Enjoy over 100-feet of tables, covered
with lovely roses . . .
* Visit the displays! Shop for Heirloom
and Hard-To-Find roses.
* Select from rare perennials, crafts, painted china,
books, greeting cards, calendars, honey, jam, jewelry,
and clothing . . . All rose-inspired . . .

BRING ROSES TO ADD TO THE DISPLAY!

* Rosarians On-Hand To Answer Queries
* Tool-Sharpening available, on-site.
* Talks & Demonstrations Scheduled
* *Activities for Children
Children will receive a free rose plant (while supplies last)

ADMISSION: FREE!
Food & Soft Drinks Available
Visit http://www.celebrationofoldroses.org/
EL CERRITO COMMUNITY CENTER
On Moeser, at Ashbury
Take Hwy. 80 or 580 to El Cerrito, Central Ave. Exit. Go East to
Ashbury, then Left to Moeser, and you’re there!
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January, 2013: An ample snowpack, and a Central Valley green with growing food
crops.
(Image credit: NASA/LANCE/EOSDIS MODIS Rapid Response Team)

DROUGHT
Our state is experiencing the worst drought in its 163-year history.
An earlier drought, spanning the second half of the 19th-Century—
destroyed the cattle-based economy of California’s “Rancho” period.
The current drought will bring us water shortages (20% to 30% cutbacks in water use are already “recommended”) — a serious issue for
agriculture … and for gardeners.
Looking forward, if these conditions continue, it seems that crop
losses are probable, with loss of agricultural jobs. California ranchers
are already selling their cattle; there is no longer sufficient forage for
them in our parched valleys and on our dry hillsides. Ironically, some
California cattle now being sold off will go to Texas, where they’ll replenish herds sold off by Texas ranchers, during their own recent
drought years.
In a normal Southern California year, virtually all of our annual rain
falls during December-January. Ventura County derives most of its
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January 2014: An almost non-existent snowpack, and a Central Valley seared
brown. (Image credit: NASA/LANCE/EOSDIS MODIS Rapid Response Team)

SEE: http://e360.yale.edu/digest/
nasa_images_show_severity_of_californias_record-setting_drought/4055/
water from aquifers born from snowpack on the Tehachapis
“transverse ranges.” That snow is AWOL — and late-year
“Pineapple Express” rainstorms might help our reservoirs, but they
won’t put snow onto those mountains, or replenish the aquifer that provides most of my county’s water.
Meanwhile, Ventura County’s water usage has tripled in the past 25
years, even as those water resources dwindled.
In his recent “State of The State” address, Governor Brown said
that our current situation is a “stark warning of things to come"
, and
that the state can expect higher temperatures, lower snowpack, and
more extreme weather events in the future.
More, and more severe wildfires seem to be in our future — in and
out of what we have considered to be “Wildfire Season.” As January
limped to a close, we were experiencing more beautiful, ominous days
of sunny, summerlike weather.
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Thoughts On Roses and Drought
— Jeri Jennings
The need for knee-replacement surgery forced a month-long delay in
production of “Rose Letter.” (Sorry for the delay!)
The production delay set me to Newsletter production just as a longexpected drought-declaration has been announced for California. Our vital
Sierra Snowpack is virtually non-existent. Water-rationing seems a certainty.
So, what to do about our rose gardens?
First, while roses have a reputation for needing water — early and often — not ALL roses are so picky. Many of the Old Roses, onceestablished, can get by on a lot less. Tea, China, and Noisette Roses are
well-suited to our overall climate. Well-established China Roses can tolerate drought conditions and survive. So can many of the Tea Roses. And
we have found, here at Chez Jennings, that this is also true of many Noisettte Roses.
The Earthkind tests are a step ahead for roses in a changing climate.
Not all Earthkind roses succeed in Southern California, but many do. Back
up their virtues by mulching deeply, and by watering less-often but more
deeply, and you have begun to convert your rose garden into one that can
take drought conditions, and still be beautiful.

Roses and Drought
— Carolyn Parker “Roses From A To Z”;
2008 (Reprinted With Permission)

I Surprisingly, I recently adjusted to mandatory water rationing without
stress to me or the roses.
I admit, up until recently I watered my back garden every day in the summer. The front garden timer was set for every other day, but during hot weather, those sprinklers also ran daily. I won't mention the amount of supplemental
hand-watering I indulged in.
My attitude was that roses love water; drought gardening is no fun to
write about. Truth is, roses are drought-tolerant, especially old roses.
In Thomas Christopher's book, “In Search Of Lost Roses,” he writes
about Pamela Puryear, who found a huge specimen of Old Blush (first discovered in 1793 in China) flourishing next to an abandoned log cabin in rural
Texas.
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Pamela was astounded that the neglected rose had survived many years of
Texas heat and drought. Since her Hybrid Teas always died in the harsh climate, she began replacing them with this more hardy type.

Rose rustlers
That was in 1969. Pamela is often credited as the first rose rustler. Soon,
other enthusiastic gardeners joined her rose-searching forays, and the movement was born. They found that the sturdy once-blooming Gallicas, Albas and
Centifolias did very well in drought conditions. However they were more interested in rebloomers like Old Blush.
They discovered that other China roses — Cramoisi Superieur, Hermosa,
Matteo's Silk Butterflies — did very well with little water. They found that
Tea roses — such as Duchesse de Brabant and Georgetown Tea — survived
harsh conditions as well.
Dr. Steven George, an Extension horticulturist at Texas A&M University,
took the search for hardy, drought-resistant roses a few steps further. In 1996,
he began a scientific study that subjected 468 roses to extreme conditions. The
roses were never fertilized, never sprayed, received no supplemental watering
after the first year and were never pruned, other than to remove deadwood.

The winners
Eleven roses emerged as spectacular performers. They were introduced in
2002 as EarthKind roses. The first group included Sea Foam, Marie Daly, the
Fairy, Caldwell Pink, Red Knock Out, Perle d'Or, Belinda's Dream, Else
Poulsen, Carefree Beauty, Mutabilis and Climbing Pinkie.
In an article about EarthKind roses, Gaye Hammond recommends fairly
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standard care instructions, but her paragraph on mulch is so instructive and
timely for all roses, I want to include it here:
“Maintaining a 3 to 4 inch layer of hardwood mulch on your roses will
"
eliminate the need to fertilize the bushes with commercial or organic fertilizers. Even though roses are known as heavy feeders, we have found that
maintaining a 3 to 4 inch layer of hardwood mulch (preferably containing
shredded hardwood, outer bark and leaf tissue) replicates forest floor conditions. Gardeners will find during the first year the bottom inch of mulch will
decompose into humus.
“If, at the end of the first year, the gardener adds another inch of mulch
"
on top of the existing layers it should take only 6 months for the next bottom
inch of mulch to decompose. After the first year, gardeners who have created
this 'living mulch' cycle will only need to add 1 inch of hardwood mulch 2
times each year."

China rose
In 2005, the rose Mutabilis was named EarthKind Rose of the Year. This
famous five-petal China rose, first introduced in 1894, has long been a mainstay in our garden. Coral-peach buds open yellow-peach in the morning, turn
pink in the afternoon, and change to crimson as the sun goes down.
The handsome shrub is a vigorous grower with a constant supply of
blooms that are often still going strong in February. The rose is also deerresistant. Prune it to size or let it reach 6 feet or more.
Well-established old garden roses can be watered once or twice a month,
or not at all. If you're watering by hand, Hybrid Tea and Floribundas like a
deep watering once a week.
Water wisely
EBMUD prohibits irrigating on consecutive days or more than three days a
week. That means there will be two consecutive days a week without water. That
unnerved me at first, but I'm getting used
to it. Many plants are hardier than we
think.
Accepting that there are drought
conditions has actually opened new areas
of learning that are fun to write about
and exciting to implement. Google
EarthKind for more information, and
study EBMUD's valuable resource book
“Plants and Landscapes for Summer"
Dry Climates of the San Francisco Bay
Region."
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This ‘Ducher’ (China, France, 1869)
grew un-tended for decades, behind an
abandoned 19th-Century church, in
Chico, CA. (Discovered and Propagated
by Sally Love)

“Jesse Hildreth” Tea Rose, Found
‘Dr. E.M. Mills, Kim Rupert, Cont. From Page 4
thanks to the incredible efforts of Paul Zimmerman, Hans van Hage, Anne
Belovich and Burling Leong. Dr. Mills now grows in at least five private
American gardens as well as several European gardens. It is now commercially available both in Europe and back in the United States from Burlington Roses. If this rose can survive Swedish winters, it should prove durable
for many of the tougher American climates.
I had shared cuttings of several rambling rose seedlings I raised with Pamela
Temple. Pamela has Red Rose Ridge, a mountain top oasis of over
thirteen-hundred roses above Mendocino, California. She grows ramblers
beautifully and fortunately has the trees and structures necessary to show
them off to perfection. Pamela has been involved with Anne Belovich and
Gregg Lowery with Anne's recollecting of the Early American Rambler
roses.
One of my seedlings sufficiently impressed Pamela that she sought to
name it to honor Anne. Of course, I was honored and pleased with the idea.
Gregg propagated one plant for Anne, who happily gave her permission to
name the rose for her. ‘Anne Belovich’ is a new American Rambler rose,
hopefully soon to be in commerce.
— ###
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The Hillside Garden In Its Prime — Spring, 2007

Gardening In A Time Of Change
The house is perched below street level, on a bit of land leveled for the
purpose. The balance of our property staggers down a steep hillside, one
rough terrace after another.
A gardener’s dream, it is not.
We weren’t really starting “a garden,” when we planted our first three
roses at “house level.” As roses tend to do, though, one followed another.
Eventually it WAS a garden. And it grew. A few roses at Level One (street),
were joined by More Roses at Level Two (house), and soon by more, and Bigger roses on Level Three (14-feet down, at the bottom of our retaining wall).
Next came meandering Level Four, with roses that grew to the stature of trees.
Level Five – is the “bottom” of the garden, though the hillside drops further
down.
Over a few years, the levels were connected by a pathway, and some
rough stairways. In our early forties, neither the steps nor the pathway seemed
too steep, though I did fall down the hill, once or twice.
In the chilly, wet days of Southern California’s winter Rainy Season,
we planted bare root roses. Winter was the smell and feel of nurseries on
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stormy days – a smell of growing plants, and mud, and roses heeled in to bins
of wet sawdust.
So that’s how it grew – and it did become a
pretty spectacular rose garden, in an informal way. It was a garden well-suited to a
couple in their vigor
ous forties and fifties, with ample space and
ample, affordable, water.
Thirty years later, though, the gardeners
have grown older, and the hill seems much
steeper. Deadheading and feeding are easy
chores to shirk, and those cold, wet winters
have
grown drier, and warmer, with every passing year.

Drought Advances
In case you haven’t noticed, our climate is changing. Weather scientists are now daring to speculate that California is not JUST experiencing a
drought, but that we may be in the early years of a “Mega-Drought.” Some
California towns are virtually “out of water,” and the State has none to share
with farms and orchards. For the rest of us, voluntary cuts of 20% to 30% in
water-usage have been “suggested.” Experience tells us that our little Municipal Water Company is about to establish greatly-increased fees.
Each of us will approach this challenge in our own way. For Clay and
I, in our early 70’s, it seems wise to consolidate, now, so that we can enjoy the
garden more as we grow older — even if our world grows dryer.
Some marginal performers have already been removed. Some of our
favorite roses will be moved from the hillside to house-level. As “dooryard”
roses they can easily be the recipients of saved “warm-up” water and greywater – something we think will be essential, in coming years.
We’ll have fewer roses, here at Chez Jennings, but the best of them
will be accessible to gardeners (and friends) with ageing legs. Roses (and
companion plants) with some drought-tolerance will be preferred choices.
Inevitably, some very good roses won’t make the cut – those can be offered to
friends with strong backs, and shovels.
When we’re done we’ll still have a rose garden – one that’s more compact, accessible, and drought-tolerant than the old one. And when most of the
adjustments are made, maybe we can have a party among the roses, most of
them growing happily, on level ground.
— Jeri 2-5-14
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‘Jeri Jennings’

